Texas Instruments
TI-5029

10-digit printer/display calculator, easy-to-read display, impact printing, and luxuriously large keyboard.
TI-5029
Printer/Display calculator with the most sought-after ease of use functions.

Choose the new TI-5029 for business or household use and you'll have your choice of the most sought-after ease of use functions you could imagine.

The 10-digit display shows decimal, commas, memory status, minus sign and overflow.

The plain paper impact printer shows 10-digits, audit trail and decimals.

Choose the new TI-5029 and you'll choose economy, too. You can operate the calculator with four "AA" batteries (not included) or from any standard electrical outlet with the AC adapter. A printer ON/OFF switch lets you save power when you don't need a permanent record tape of your calculations.

The four-key memory lets you add to, subtract from, sub-total or total stored numbers without affecting calculations already in progress.

Other features include decimal select switch (add mode, floating or fixed 0, 2, 4), percent key and automatic constant.

And, you'll love the roomy "touch operator" keyboard, contoured to minimize missed keystrokes and fatigue. Two very special features allow you to perform calculations faster and more accurately:

- Six level keyboard buffering—enter up to six digits and functions—while the printer is operating.
- Two-key rollover—increases entry speed by allowing you to press a second key before you release the previously pressed key.

The TI-5029 Printer/Display Calculator. It's new from Texas Instruments. And, along with everything else it offers, you get TI's reputation for quality.

Specifications
Printer: 10-digit impact, 2½-inch plain paper.
Display: 10-digit vacuum fluorescent
Size: 7.5 x 5 x 1.8 inches
Weight: 1.00 pound
Power: AC-9470 adapter (included) or 4 AA batteries (not included)

Special features:
- Independent Add Register: The independent add register enables you to solve problems with combinations of addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division. In mixed calculations, by a constant. The constant register is set when you perform the first calculation in a series. When you enter another number and press [=], the calculator automatically completes the problem using the function and number in the constant register.
- Optional Item Counter: Additionally prints the number of additions to and subtractions from the independent add register when you press the subtotal [<> /S] or total [*/T] key, and the number of additions to and subtractions from the memory when you press [MS] and [MT].
- Four Memory Functions: The memory operation keys enable you to use your calculator to solve more complex problems. You use the [M+], [M-], [MS], and [MT] keys to access memory functions.
- Decimal Setting Switch: With this switch, you can select the number of decimal places to be displayed and printed in the results of your calculations. You can set this switch for add mode, floating decimal mode, or one of three fixed-decimal modes.
- Percent Key: The percent key enables you to calculate percentage and percentage ratios. By using the percent key with the [+ ] and [− ] keys, you can also calculate percentage additions and discounts.

Limited Warranty
The TI-5029 calculator is covered by a one-year limited warranty against defects in materials and workmanship. The full text of this warranty is published in the owner's manual accompanying the TI-5029.

Texas Instruments reserves the right to make changes in the materials and specifications without notice.